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1. Introduction 

At the request of the Kalmarsund Commission, Naturum Västervik, together with Västervik municipal-

ity, has planned and implemented experimental mussel farms in the County of Kalmar.  

1.1. Summary 

Using the result of a previous mussel system experiment in 2012 as a basis, a follow-up supple-

mentary mussel farming experiment was planned and implemented in 2013. The objective was to 

evaluate suitable localities and different substrates for mussel farming in the area. The settlement 

stations were increased by more substrates and more localities were selected, spread among the 

Kalmarsund Commission’s member municipalities. The settlement stations consisted of four different 

substrates, ropes, bands, single nets and double nets. Ropes and bands were repeated twice at each 

settlement station. In mid-May, 12 of the settlement stations were positioned in selected localities. 

Following a growth period, May-September, the farms were salvaged and the analysis area was as-

sessed according to the prescribed method. The result showed that the greatest amount of blue mus-

sel fouling occurred in the localities at Hasselö, Dunö and Simpvarp and that the single net and double 

net substrates had the most abundant blue mussel fouling. 

1.2. Background 

During 2012, Naturum Västervik, Västervik municipality and Hasselö Fishing Conservation Area Asso-

ciation implemented an experiment to evaluate whether small (2x5m) experimental mussel farms, or 

settlement stations, could give an indication as to whether a selected locality had the potential for 

mussel farming. The experiment was carried out outside Hasselö in Västervik’s northern archipelago 

at the request of Aquabest and the Kalmarsund Commission. The result showed that small settlement 

stations were effective and relatively easy to handle in order to evaluate the potential of a locality dur-

ing a growth period (May to September), although it was recognised that more types of substrate 

would need to be tested in order to optimise the settlement stations. In the 2012 experiment, only one 

substrate was tested, bands (substrate S2 according to the 2013 experiment). During 2013, a supple-

mentary experiment with more substrates/settlement stations and more localities spread among the 

Kalmarsund Commission’s member municipalities was planned for the purpose of evaluating suitable 

localities but also different substrates for large-scale mussel farming in the area. The localities were 

selected by representatives of the municipalities on the basis of the information from the 2012 GIS 

analysis. 

During summer 2013 at the request of the Kalmarsund Commission, Naturum Västervik planned 

and implemented a supplemented mussel farming experiment in cooperation with Västervik municipal-

ity. 
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2. Method 

The experiments are implemented using mussel farming nets or settlement stations made by King-

fisher from Malmö according to specification and the procurement procedures from the Kalmarsund 

Commission. The equipment in the experiment is purchased using sponsorship money from SKB 

Svensk kärnbränslehantering AB, Regional Insurance Companies in the County of Kalmar and Södra 

and E.on wind power. The settlement stations consist of four different substrates with the repetition of 

two substrates (Appendix 2). 

 

Substrate 1 (S1) 

PP line, 6 mm with two (2) repetitions 

 

Substrate 2 (S2) 

Cultivation band, 50 mm with two (2) repetitions 

 

Substrate 3 (S3) 

Net, 3 mm single-knot with one (1) repetition 

 

Substrate 4 (S4) 

Net, 3 mm double-knot with one (1) repetition 

 

The settlement stations are positioned in 12 preselected localities no later than mid-May. Follow-

ing a growth period, May-September, the farms are salvaged and the analysis area is assessed vi-

sually and each substrate is scraped as instructed. The scraping field is measured 1500 mm from the 

uppermost fixing for the substrate and is scraped 500 mm in a vertical direction. The material or organ-

isms which have been scraped away are placed in a collection vessel, labelled and analysed onshore. 

The content of the collection vessel is weighed, total weight, and the blue mussel is then sorted out 

and weighed separately. During November, a report is given to the Kalmarsund Commission. 

3. Implementation 

At the start of May, an information meeting was arranged in Stora Rör on Öland to inform interested 

parties and selected observers of the experiment, the equipment that would be used, the way in which 

reporting would take place, anticipated work input and compensation possibilities. Each observer was 

also given a written instruction and contact details of the coordinator and project manager (Appendix 

5). 

In mid-May, the settlement stations were positioned in each locality by the coordinator and/or the 

observer for the locality. The date was selected for the substrates to lie in the water for a while and 

hopefully host a certain normal bacterial flora before the mussel larvae settled. Previous surveys subs-

tantiate the theory that the mussel larva does not choose clean substrates. The settlement stations 

were anchored with stakes and 2 metres of chain cable and the farm was marked with a surface buoy 

labelled “Experimental mussel farming Aquabest 0703337871”. A marking buoy was also positioned 

with a line from the anchor to facilitate the salvage of the farm. In September, all settlement stations 

were salvaged and the analysis area of each substrate was scraped. The fouling was collected in 
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separate collection vessels with labelled with locality/substrate/repetition and was analysed in accor-

dance with the prescribed method. 

3.1. Non-conformities 

After one week, two Mönsterås farms were reported to have disappeared but it was possible to re-

place them with two older settlement stations from the 2012 experiment (only S1 and S2). In July, the 

observer in Påskallavik reports that the farm has no surface buoy. When the coordinator arrives at the 

locality, the settlement station has disappeared with only anchor and marking buoy remaining at the 

site. The locality is not replaced with a new settlement station. At Dunö, a surface buoy disappears but 

the station is otherwise intact with the buoy being replaced by the observer. The surface buoy is also 

reported to be missing at northern Öland both farms, with the observer replacing them. 

The farm outside Hagby fishing village was never salvaged since the observer had adjusted the 

transport on the planned salvage day. The Hagby locality is not included in the result. The farm at 

Ängö had been on the bed for a long time and the farm was not analysed since the majority of mus-

sels that were several years old was found all over the farm. The Ängö locality is not included in the 

result. 

 

4. Results 

4.1. Tables 

Below follows analysis data from the experimental farms. Where the weight is indicated as zero (0), 

the substrate has no blue mussel fouling or individual blue mussels at all. If no numbers have been 

stated, the substrate is lacking at the relevant locality. 

 

Locality blue mussel weight (g)      
 S1:1 S1:2 S1 tot S2:1 S2:2 S2 tot S3 S4 

Västervik 1 Hasselöfjärden 3 0 3 9.5 9.1 18.6 12 25 

Västervik 2 Måsklabben 9.6 0 9.6 6.4 1.8 8.2 10.5 9.7 

Oskarshamn 1 Simpvarp 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.6 8.9 

Mönsterås 1 Vållö  0 2,3 2.3 0.5 0.5 1   

Mönsterås 2 Dämman  2.1 2 4.1 0 0 0   

Kalmar 2 Dunö 3.5 2.2 5.7 0.4 0.3 0.7 3.6 9.7 

Borgholm 1 Nabbelund 0.3 0.2 0.5 0 0.1 0.1 0 0.2 

Borgholm 2 Böda 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 1 

Mörbylånga 1 Bläsinge hamn  0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 2.2 
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The total weight refers to all organisms, including the blue mussel. Where the weight is indicated as 
zero (0), the substrate has no fouling of macro-organisms at all. If no numbers have been stated, the 
substrate is lacking at the relevant locality.  

 

Locality Weight, total (g)       
 S1:1 S1:2 S1 tot S2:1 S2.2 S2 tot S3 S4 

Västervik 1 Hasselöfjärden 12.7 0 12.7 31.8 75.2 107 24 95.7 

Västervik 2 Måsklabben 21.5 0 21.5 21 18.3 39.3 70 48 

Oskarshamn 1 Simpvarp 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 9.7 

Mönsterås 1 Vållö  0 6.9 6.9 5 5 10   

Mönsterås 2 Dämman  3.3 3.1 6.4 5 5 10   

Kalmar 2 Dunö 3.5 2.3 5.8 0.5 0.9 1.4 10.5 17 

Borgholm 1 Nabbelund 3.3 3.3 6.6 20 7.4 27.4 17 17.9 

Borgholm 2 Böda 0 0 0 3 3.4 6.4 3 7.4 

Mörbylånga 1 Bläsinge hamn  0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 3.3 

 

Blue Mussel weight (g)  
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Weight Total (g) 
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Percentage share indicates the blue mussel’s share of the total weight. If zero (0) has been indicated, 

there are no blue mussels or the substrate is completely lacking in micro-organism fouling. If no num-

bers have been stated, the substrate is lacking at the relevant locality.  

 

 

 

Locality Blue mussel, percentage share     

 S1:1 S1:2 S1 tot S2:1 S2:2 S2 tot S3 S4 

Västervik 1 Hasselöfjärden 24% 0% 24% 30% 12% 17% 50% 26% 

Västervik 2 Måsklabben 45% 0% 45% 30% 10% 21% 15% 20% 

Oskarshamn 1 Simpvarp 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 60% 92% 

Mönsterås 1 Vållö  0% 33% 33% 10% 10% 10%   

Mönsterås 2 Dämman  64% 65% 64% 0% 0% 0%   

Kalmar 2 Dunö 100% 96% 98% 80% 33% 50% 34% 57% 

Borgholm 1 Nabbelund 9% 6% 8% 0% 1% 0% 0% 1% 

Borgholm 2 Böda 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 3% 14% 

Mörbylånga 1 Bläsinge hamn  0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 40% 67% 

Blue mussel, percentage share 
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4.2. Visual results 

Description of the dominating organisms at the different localities. 

 

 Västervik 1 | Hasselö | Hasselöfjärden 

A locality that has mixed fouling. Large quantities of horn wrack (Electra crustulenta) and blue 

mussels (Mytilus edulis). Substrates S3 and S4 have more fouling than the others. 

 

 Västervik 2 | Hasselö | Måsklabben 

A locality that has mixed fouling. Large quantities of horn wrack and blue mussels. Substrates 

S3 and S4 have more fouling. 

 

 Oskarshamn 1 | Simpvarp | Gröttlestensbåden 

Dominated by very small blue mussels, fouling only on substrates S3 and S4. 

 

 Oskarshamn 2 | Runnö | Littlösten 

The farm was missing; no result reported. 

 

 Mönsterås 1 | Vållö | Nygrund 

The locality hosts a small quantity of small blue mussels; one rope empty, the other hosts 

most of the blue mussel find. Substrates S3 and S4 missing. 

 

 Mönsterås 2 | Dämman | Stopparen 

Fouling of fine-fibred algae (Cladophora sp.) dominant. Substrates S1 have the most blue 

mussel fouling. The band accommodates individual blue mussels. Substrates S3 and S4 

missing. 

 

 Kalmar 1 | Ängö | Gallbänksrevet 

The farm was salvaged but has been on the bed for a long time and cannot be analysed. No 

result reported. 

 

 Kalmar 2 | Dunö | Kallingen 

Dominated by blue mussels. Substrates S1, S3 and S4 accommodate mostly blue mussels. 

Band S2 individual blue mussels. Some blue mussels that are several years old are fond at 

the farm. 

 

 Kalmar 3 | Hagby | N Hagby fishing village 

The farm is not salvaged due to lack of boat transport; no result reported. 

 

 Borgholm 1 | Nabbelund | Grankullaviken 

Cockles (Cardiidae sp.) dominant with elements of individual blue mussels 

 

 Borgholm 2 | Böda | Böda hamn 

Fine-fibred algae and acorn barnacles (Balanus improvisus) dominant. Blue mussels are not 

visible to the eye. 

 

 Mörbylånga 1 | Bläsinge hamn | Hållnäs grund 

Small blue mussels found 
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5. Discussion 

The result is based on nine localities since three farms had to be excluded for various reasons. A total 

of three settlement stations disappeared during the experiment period, two being replaced with previ-

ously-used settlement stations containing only two substrates, S1 and S2. One lost settlement station 

was never replaced and was written off. When collected in September, one settlement station lay on 

the bed and had probably done so for a long time bearing in mind the fouling, and had to be excluded 

from the result. One settlement station was never salvaged because there was no access to a boat, so 

this one also had to be written off. The role of the observers to check the settlement stations was very 

important to the success of the experiment since they were quick to report non-conformities. The ex-

periment was implemented during 2013 and indicates only the potential of the localities during the 

growth period of May to September.  

The visual result tallied well with the onshore analysis of the scraped material/organisms. Both of 

the Hasselö localities had rich horn wrack and blue mussel fouling. The blue mussels were also com-

paratively larger than those at the other localities. This experiment cannot determine whether this is 

because they settled earlier or because there was a greater supply of nutrients or for some other rea-

son. The locality at Dunö also had rich blue mussel fouling, as did Simpvarp on S4, double nets. The 

result in the repeating substrates sometimes differed at the same locality, which was probably in visual 

terms due to chafing. The farms at Mönsterås lacked S3 and S4. Here, it was seen that S1, the rope 

substrate, had more blue mussel fouling than S2, the band substrate. When comparing localities and 

substrates, richer blue mussel fouling is seen on S4. This could indicate that the drifting threads can 

fasten more easily to the greater irregularities of the S4 net. The pictures from Simpvarp in Appendix 4 

show that the blue mussel settles in the more protective sections of the net. S3 also generally has 

more blue mussel fouling than S1 and S2. Kalmar 2, Dunö had the largest share of blue mussels if 

you look at the total weight of the material that was scraped off while the Västervik/Hasselö localities 

had the largest weight of blue mussels. To summarise, the greatest amount of blue mussel fouling 

was at the Hasselö, Dunö and Simpvarp localities, which was not an expected result if you refer to the 

GIS analysis. It is possible to conclude that the basis of the GIS analysis was too large-scale and 

substandard and that small-scale local conditions are more important to the settlement potential of the 

blue mussel. In all, S4 and S3 had the richest blue mussel fouling in order from the top down.  

 

6. Appendices 

Appendix 1. Results Tables 

Appendix 2. Illustration, Settlement station 

Appendix 3. Information notices 

Appendix 4. Pictures from a few farms 

Appendix 5. Instructions to observers  
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Appendix 1 – Results tables 

Locality blue mussel 
weight (g) 

     

 S1:1 S1:2 S1 tot S2:1 S2:2 S2 tot S3 S4 

Västervik 1 Hasselöfjärden 3 0 3 9.5 9.1 18.6 12 25 

Västervik 2 Måsklabben 9.6 0 9,6 6.4 1.8 8.2 10.5 9.7 

Oskarshamn 1 Simpvarp 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.6 8.9 

Mönsterås 1 Vållö  0 2.3 2,3 0.5 0.5 1   

Mönsterås 2 Dämman  2.1 2 4,1 0 0 0   

Kalmar 2 Dunö 3.5 2.2 5,7 0.4 0.3 0.7 3.6 9.7 

Borgholm 1 Nabbelund 0.3 0.2 0,5 0 0.1 0.1 0 0.2 

Borgholm 2 Böda 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 1 

Mörbylånga 1 Bläsinge hamn  0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 2.2 

 
Locality Total 

weight (g) 
      

 S1:1 S1:2 S1 tot S2:1 S2.2 S2 tot S3 S4 

Västervik 1 Hasselöfjärden 12.7 0 12.7 31.8 75.2 107 24 95.7 

Västervik 2 Måsklabben 21.5 0 21.5 21 18.3 39.3 70 48 

Oskarshamn 1 Simpvarp 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 9.7 

Mönsterås 1 Vållö  0 6.9 6.9 5 5 10   

Mönsterås 2 Dämman  3.3 3.1 6.4 5 5 10   

Kalmar 2 Dunö 3.5 2.3 5.8 0.5 0.9 1.4 10.5 17 

Borgholm 1 Nabbelund 3.3 3.3 6.6 20 7.4 27.4 17 17.9 

Borgholm 2 Böda 0 0 0 3 3.4 6.4 3 7.4 

Mörbylånga 1 Bläsinge hamn  0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 3.3 

 
Locality Blue mussel, percentage 

share  

   

 S1:1 S1:2 S1 tot S2:1 S2:2 S2 tot S3 S4 

Västervik 1 Hasselöfjärden 24% 0% 24% 30% 12% 17% 50% 26% 

Västervik 2 Måsklabben 45% 0% 45% 30% 10% 21% 15% 20% 

Oskarshamn 1 Simpvarp 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 60% 92% 

Mönsterås 1 Vållö  0% 33% 33% 10% 10% 10%   

Mönsterås 2 Dämman  64% 65% 64% 0% 0% 0%   

Kalmar 2 Dunö 100% 96% 98% 80% 33% 50% 34% 57% 

Borgholm 1 Nabbelund 9% 6% 8% 0% 1% 0% 0% 1% 

Borgholm 2 Böda 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 3% 14% 

Mörbylånga 1 Bläsinge hamn  0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 40% 67% 
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Appendix 2 – Illustration of settlement station 

Figure 1. Diagram of Settlement Station 
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Appendix 3 – Information notices  
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Appendix 4 – Pictures  

Figure 2. Västervik 1 | Hasselö | Hasselöfjärden | S2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Västervik 1 | Hasselö | Hasselöfjärden | S3 
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Figure 4. Västervik 1 | Hasselö | Hasselöfjärden | S4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Västervik 2 | Hasselö | Måsklabben | S1 and S2 
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Figure 6. Västervik 2 | Hasselö | Måsklabben | S3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7. Västervik 2 | Hasselö | Måsklabben | S4 
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Figure 8. Oskarshamn 1 | Simpvarp | Gröttlestensbåden 

| S3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 9.  

Oskarshamn 1 | Simpvarp | Gröttlestensbåden | S4 
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Figure 10. Kalmar 2 | Dunö | Kallingen | S1 and S2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Kalmar 2 | Dunö | Kallingen | S1 and S3 
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Figure 12. Borgholm 1 | Nabbelund | Grankullavik | S4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 13. Borgholm 1 | Nabbelund | Grankullavik | S4 
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Appendix 5 – Instructions to observers  
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